
     ailroad is a fun, easy project to make and can be made in a whole bunch of different 
colors.  We love the fact that it 
uses Kumihimo because it is one 
of our favorite techniques to use 
when working with Chinese 
Knotting Cord.    

If you love Kumihimo, you will love 
The Railroad!  ENJOY

Instructions:  

1)  Start with 2 pieces of Nylon Piping approximately 8 -10 inches long and 
a finished 12 strand Kumihimo Braid the same length.  You want all three 
pieces to fit comfortably around your wrist.  (We will be cutting and 
sealing the ends so if it is longer, that is ok)

2)  Line the three cords up with the Braid in the middle.  The nylon piping 
has a natural curve to it.  When you Thread Wrap you want the inside of 
the bracelet to be facing you so the knots stay on the inside of your 
bracelet.

 
3) Find the center.  Cut two 24” piece of your Thread Wrap Cord (in this 

case we are using Violet (0.5mm)  and make two Thread Wraps about 1 
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inch on either side of the  center.    (If you do not know how to Thread 
Wrap, please see our video online)  

4) Finish the ends of your Thread Wraps by pulling the cord underneath 
your wrap and trim.  Our Thread Wraps are wound 8 times or are 8 
strands thick. 

5) Cut two more 24” pieces of your Thread Wrap Cord and Wrap both ends 
of your bracelet, about 2 1/4 inches away from your previous Thread 
Wraps.  Thread Wrap so that the each end of your Thread Wrap cord is 
approximately the same length (about 8-10 inches long)   These cords 
will be used in the clasp.
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6) Tie an overhand knot right at the edge of your Thread Wrap to secure 
the two ends

7) Cut the Nylon Piping and Kumihimo braid close to your Thread Wrap and 
seal with a flame.  Make sure not to cut your Thread Wrap Cords.

8) Add a Square Knot Sliding Clasp or a Thread Wrap Sliding Clasp onto 
your bracelet, tie the ends in a simple knot and you are done!  Simple 
right?
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